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The current discussions in feminist theory about gender differences in science contain some
very disturbing ideas. Some of these theorists consider existing science and mathematics
incompatible with their conception of a true nurturing, feminine nature. Such views are invariably
based upon stereotypes and misconceptions. Common themes include such notions as science is
not creative; science is not intuitive; mathematics consists of reducing things to numbers;
abstraction consists of removing all context; creativity and intuition are feminine, while logic,
abstraction and objectivity are masculine.
It is particularly noteworthy that such ideas occur in what purports to be scholarly research.
Thus, their prevalence cannot be fully explained by factors, such as poor mathematics education,
which contribute to stereotypes about science among the general public.
In some cases, there is a misunderstanding, not only of the role of creativity and intuition in
science, but of the very nature of creativity and intuition. For example, Sherry Turklel emphasizes
the difference between "soft", creative, interactive, feminine programming styles; and "hard", noncreative, structured, planned masculine programming styles. If Turkle's criteria for creativity were
applied to music, one would be forced to conclude that Jazz, because of its improvisational
character, was highly creative, while the more structured classical music of Bach and Beethoven
was not creative.
In Roberta Mura'sinteresting review2 she dicusses the view, propounded by both Leone
Burton and Dorothy Buerk, that the attributes used to distinguish between masculine and feminine
by Carol Gilligan3 and other gender theorists could more accurately distinguish between the
stereotyped "school" mathematics and the "true" research mathematics. As I read this article, I
noticed that many of these attributes (abstraction, formalism, lack of application, removal of
context vs. exploration, done in context, considers limitations of a particular solution) could also
superficially describe the distinction between pure and applied mathematics. Therefore, the gender
difference theorists might logically be expected to regard fluid hydrodynamics and mathematical
physics as especially feminine subspecialities. However, I am unaware of any such claims.
An article worth noting, despite its lack of reference to gender, is a review by Martin
Kriege:r4 of a book with the intriguing title The Ethnomethodological Foundations of Mathematics.
Krieger's review includes a nice discussion of the role of intuition and examples in mathematics.
Those who do admit that science can be creative and intuitive often present this as a rare
exception, e.g. Barbara McKlintock, or a new and radical idea. This occurs in the bookS
Women's Ways of Knowing, which was recently brought to my attention by a psychologist
concerned with math anxiety, although it does not deal directly with mathematical learning. The
book (which I did not have an opportunity to read thoroughly) describes several styles of learning
including both the intuitive and "doubt-proof' scientific styles. The book concludes with a
description of "integrated knowledge", a blend of intuition and logic which a few pioneering
women have achieved. The authors seem unaware that "integrated knowledge" represents a mode
of thinking common, albeit imperfect, amongst both female and male scientists.
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Lovelace, her mathematical talent, and her contributions to computer science. It appears that
McCorduck, who is not concered with gender differences, can afford to praise Lovelace despite
some disagreement, while Turkle denigrates her.
Turkle's neglect of the contributions of women to computer science also compares
unfavorably with their treatment by Herman Goldstine19. Although Goldstine's The Computer
from Pascal to von Neumann is hardly a feminist tract, it is replete with the names of women who
contributed.
Another example of the failure of the feminist community to recognize the accomplishments
of women scientists is the conspicuous absence of No bel laureate Rita Levi-Montalcini from Ms.
Magazine's 1986 women-of-the-year list, despite the precedent-setting inclusion of two other
foreign women. Ms. has rarely honored women scientists, although they honored Sherry Turkle
(who is a psychologist, not a computer scientist) for the book whose treatment of women in
computer science leaves much to be desired. It would be interesting if someone could make a
comprehensive study of these women-of-the-year lists. Did Ms. ever take note of any of Julia
Robinson's accomplishments??
Finally, I cannot refrain from noting that Harding bluntly states that" ... Marie Curie and
now Barbara McClintock notwithstanding ... there are few woman worthies to restore to
science's halls of fame." 20
Returning to my analysis of patterns of discrimination, I should explain that point (3) does
not merely refer to the imposition of unreasonably high standards on women scientists, which is
covered by point (2) as in the examples above. Rather, I refer to the more general imposition of
unreasonable standards, which leads to the conclusion that science is rotten to the core.
Despite the absurd numbers quoted earlier, Harding's thesis that there are only a few top
scientists is essentially correct. What is problematic is her denial that the rest of us are also doing
creative work, and the implication that the situation is different in other fields. There are, after all,
only a few top composers, conductors, sopranos, etc. To perform creatively, musicians must learn
and practice their technical skills. Hack writers and third-rate painters churn out works with
minimal creativity. These universal gradations in quality and creativity are ignored by those who,
like Turkle and Harding, seek to impose a black and white view upon science.
Harding's view of scientists as factory workers is somewhat curious in view of the fact that
others21 have emphasized the "isolated genius" picture of the scientist, often epitomized by Barbara
McClintock. These critics claim that working alone is unfeminine because women are more
people-oriented than men. Thus, both group research and individual research have been alleged to
be inimical to women. I regard this as an example of putting science in a no-win situation, a
phenomenon which forms another facet of my unreasonable standards thesis.
Having described a rather bleak picture thus far, I would like to introduce a note of
optimism. I have found considerable support for our point of view, particularly amongst women
scholars in such fields as history and literature, and those in the traditional arts. Many women
scholars are uncomfortable with the notion that science is rotten to the core, and with the more
extreme aspects of gender difference theory in all fields. They would welcome more contact with
women scientists, but have surprisingly little contact with those at their own institutions and seem
very unaware of such organizations as A WM. (I am aware of instances in which a member of the
women's studies center at University X has stated that no one in their mathematics department is
interested in women's issues, although there is an active, well-known member of A WM at
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University X.) I believe that we need to take a more active role in promoting interactions with
women's studies groups.
Without some action on our part, they will rely on the writings of gender difference
theorists, such as those I have quoted. The bookstores in Harvard square have an astonishing
number of books on women and science, generally written by sociologists and feminist theorists
whom - with the possible exception of Evelyn Fox Keller22 - most of us have never heard of.
For example, in addition to the book from which I have quoted, Sandra Harding (who is a
philosopher) has edited two anthologies23,24 about gender and science. It would be most unusual
for Ann Koblitz's biography25 or other books about Sonya Kovalevskaya or Emmy Noether to be
found on a women's studies reading list.
Some members of the audience mentioned the books by Bleier26, Fausto-Sterling27,
Hubbard28, and others regarding the topic of flawed biological theories about women. This is an
important topic, whose inclusion should certainly be encouraged rather than objected to. The
problem occurs only when extremists extrapolate from these examples of "bad science" to the
thesis that science is rotten to the core. Even when this does not occur, I would fmd it unfortunate
if this were the major emphasis of a course on women and science. These topics constitute only a
small part of the biological sciences, and have little relevance to the physical sciences. If this were
to constitute the bulk of a non-scientist's exposure to science in college, that would certainly give a
distorted impression. Thus, my enthusiasm for the subject matter of these books is tempered by a
concern for a balanced curriculum.
Finally, I would like to comment on an issue raised by the recent NY Times article29 about
Benbow and Stanley's theory of sex-related differences in mathematical ability. As Martha
emphasized in her introduction, there is a distinction between biological (sex) differences, and
cultural (ge!l_der) differences. Some theorists find an emphasis on cultural differences to be less
objectionabl~ than an assertion about biological differences. Personally, I do not fmd this
distinction very important. Moreover, while I agree that we need to respond to the NY Times
article, as well as address the serious flaws in Benbow and Stanley's work, I also think we need to
re-examine our attitude.
Does it really matter whether differences are cultural, biological, or non-existent artifacts of
testing? Women are now encouraged to climb mountains, run marathons, and engage in other
athletic endeavors despite the documented differences between male and female muscular
development. About 20% of PhD's in mathematics now go to women. We have ample evidence
that a significant number of women are not only capable of doing mathematics and science, but also
enjoy it. The discovery of a sex-linked mathematics gene or hormone will not change that, nor
would it justify sex discrimination. Any differences which may exist must be overshadowed by
the variety of individual differences and preferences. The problem with gender difference theory is
that it seems to be trying to define a canonical feminine woman. Instead, we need to empasize the
diversity of interests and ability; and the importance of not only tolerating, but encouraging, that
diversity.
Mary Beth Ruskai
Department of Mathematics
University of Lowell, Lowell, MA 01854

This article was published, along with contributions from other panelists and audience discussion,
in the Nov.-Dec., 1987 issue of the Newsletter of the Association/or Women in Mathematics
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